
ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE AUDIOVISUAL ARTS campus SINT-LUKAS BRUSSELS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 2,50% 

Group access f or  expos, festivals, museums, events, … 
Collective public transport to expos, festivals, museums, events, hackatons,… if cheaper or more logical 

10 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 

processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
56% 

Investments in material for the AV lending service, studios, stop motion rooms and computer classes 

Maintenance and repairs of loan material and material in studios, stop motion rooms; and computer classes 
 

225 € 

  

General Software for students Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 26,25% 

Microsoft 365 

Adobe Suite 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 6% 

Dragonframe 5 

AVID Pro Tools Flex 

AVID Pro Tools Studio 1 

AVID Pace iLOK 3rd generation 
AVILA? 35€/student 

 

25 € 

  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 
maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

9% 

35 € 

  

TOTAL: 400 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 400 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE AUDIOVISUAL ARTS campus C-MINE GENK AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 5,00% 

Group access f or  expos, festivals, museums, events, … 
Collective public transport to expos, festivals, museums, events, hackatons,… if cheaper or more logical 

10 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 

processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
23% 

Investments in material for the AV lending service, studios, stop motion rooms and computer classes 

Personal work materials and tools such as game prototyping kits 
Maintenance and repairs of loan material and material in studios, stop motion rooms; and computer classes  

 
45 € 

  

General Software for students Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 52,50% 

Microsoft 365 
Adobe Suite 

Linkedin Learning 

… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 20% 

TV-Paint 

Dragonframe 

Music and Images, Soundly 

ProTools 
Tabletop simulator 

 

40 € 

  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE VISUAL ARTS campus SINT-LUCAS GHENT AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 25% 

Group access f or  expos, festivals, museums, events, … 50 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
23% 

Maintenance, repairs material lending services and working spaces.  
Purchase material for lending place and working spaces. 

45 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE VISUAL ARTS campus SINT-LUKAS BRUSSELS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 30% 

extra-curricular study travels and visits to museums 60 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
15% 

Material for in studio and show moments 30 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 3% 

MIND students use blogs and hosting-websites 5 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE VISUAL ARTS campus C-MINE GENK AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 10% 

Group access f or  expos, festivals, museums, events, … 
Collective public transport to expos, festivals, museums, events,… if cheaper or more logical 

20 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
28% 

                                                                                                 Investments in material for the AV lending service, studios, printing  room and computer classes 

Maintenance and repairs of loan material and material in studios, and computer classes 

 
55 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 

… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 
 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projecten (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 
maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

10% 

20 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE MUSIC campus LEMMENS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 0% 

 0 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
83% 

 165 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 8% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
15 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

10% 

20 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE DRAMA campus LEMMENS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 28% 

Costs related to visits to the theater and some other extra muros activities (festivals, films) organized by the study programme 110 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
69% 

Investments in rehearsal rooms or workshops, including maintenance and replacement- of specific studio and workshop equipment. 

Purchase or rental of professional materials and equipment (made available through the lending service) that are necessary for 

productions. The basic equipment in terms of consumables in the rehearsal rooms and theater halls. 

Props/costumes/set elements for modules and performances. 

 
275 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 4% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
15 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost . LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 400 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 400 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE PRODUCTDESIGN campus C-MINE GENK AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 10% 

Group access f or  expos, festivals, museums, events, design weeks… 
Collective public transport to expos, festivals, museums, events, design weeks… if cheaper or more logical 

20 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
28% 

Investments in material for the AV, construction working place, printing room and computer room 
Maintenance and repairs of loan material and material from the construction working place, print room and computer room 

55 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 10% 

Solid Work, lab licentie Rhino 3D (toekomst) 
20 € 

  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE EDUCATIONAL MASTER AUDIOVISUAL EN VISUAL ARTS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 25% 

 50 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood a nd metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
13% 

 25 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

10% 

20 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE EDUCATIONAL MASTER PERFORMING ARTS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 0% 

 0 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
83% 

 165 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 8% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
15 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

10% 

20 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE CONSTRUCTION campus SINT-LUKAS BRUSSELS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 13% 

Transport and/or access to events museums, buildings, exhibitions, site and project visits. 
25 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
0% 

 0 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 35% 

Sketchup pro / MS project / C3A extensions / Buildsoft Diamonds 
70 € 

  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE Film-tv-video campus NARAFI BRUSSELS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 11% 

 45 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
63% 

 250 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 26% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 400 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 400 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE Photography campus NARAFI BRUSSELS AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 10% 

Group access/Collective public transport to expos, festivals, museums, events,… if cheaper or more logical 30 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      
material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 

processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
54% 

                                                                                                Investments in material for the lending service, studios and computer classes. 

                                                                                                Work material for the construction of exhibitions, jury and presentations. 

Maintenance and repairs of loan material and material in studios, and computer classes. 

 
162 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 35% 

Microsoft 365 
Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 

… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 
 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

1% 

3 € 

  

TOTAL: 300 euro per student (work student as well) in academic year 2023-2024 300 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE INTERIOR DESIGN campuses SINT-LUKAS BRUSSELS AND SINT-LUCAS GHENT AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 13% 

Groepstoegang en/of gezamelijk vervoer naar musea, events, expo's en interieur gelieerde activiteiten 
25 € 

  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
20% 

Materiaal, werkingskosten verbonden aan het gebruik van (de) werkplaatsen ifv lessen Constructie en Materiaal, ea.,... 40 € 

  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 15% 

Sketch-up pro 30 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 

nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUCA limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

0% 

0 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 



ADDITIONAL COSTS OF COURSE VISUAL DESIGN campus SINT-LUCAS GHENT AC 2023-2024 

Study travels extra-curricular study travels, visits to museums, concerts or performances >> group access is usually lower than individual access 30% 

 60 € 
  

Services, material and space By collectively purchasing material, equipment and devices and making them available in workshops or the lending service, students can use high-quality      

material for the realization of their projects at democratic prizes. The use of spaces also becomes possible: for recording images, for wood and metal 
processing, as a printing environment or as a work and rehearsal place. 

 
10% 

 20 € 
  

General Software for students     Through collective purchase, all LUCA students can enjoy: 53% 

Microsoft 365 

Creative Cloud 

Linkedin Learning 
… 

 
105 € 

  

Course-specific software Through collective purchase, a program can offer students specific software and access to AV catalogues 0% 

 0 € 
  

Ad-Hoc projects (max 10%) Because opportunities sometimes arise during the academic year, we also provide a small space for unforeseen projects. Due  to their unforeseen 
nature, these cannot be included in the accounts in advance and they may only amount to a limited part of the total cost. LUC A limits this category to a 

maximum of 10% of the extra study costs. 

8% 

15 € 

  

TOTAL: 200 euro per student in academic year 2023-2024 200 € 

 


